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ABSTRACT. Isolation of high-level radioactive waste (HLW) in deep geological repositories 

(DGR) through a multi-barrier concept is the most accepted approach to ensure long-term safety. 

Clay minerals are one of the most promising materials to be used as engineered barriers. In 

particular, high charge micas, as components of the engineered barrier, show super-selectivity 

for some radioactive isotopes and a large adsorption capacity, which is almost twice as the other 

low charge aluminosilicates. In addition, high charge micas are optimum candidates for 

decontamination of nuclear waste through two different mechanisms; namely an ion exchange 

reaction and a non-reversible mechanism involving the formation of new stable crystalline 

phases under hydrothermal conditions. In this paper we report a new in situ optical sensor based 

on the incorporation of Eu3+ in these high charge micas for tracking the long-term physical-

chemical behaviour of HLW contaminants in DRG under mild hydrothermal conditions. The 

incorporation of Eu3+ into the interlayer space of the mica originates a well resolved green and 

red luminescence, from both the 5D1 and 5D0 excited states, respectively. The formation of new 

crystalline phases under hydrothermal conditions involves important changes in the Eu3+ 

emission spectra and lifetime. The most interesting features of Eu3+ luminescence to be used as 

an optical sensor are: (1) the presence or absence of the Eu3+ green emission from the 5D1 excited 

state, (2) the energy shift of the 5D0→7F0 transition, (3) the crystal-field splitting of the 7F1 Eu3+ 

level, and (4) the observed luminescence lifetimes, which are directly related to the interaction 

mechanisms between the lanthanide ions and the silicate network. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

High-level radioactive waste (HLW) requires a great level of isolation from the environment to 

assure long-term storage. It contains both short- and long-lived radionuclides having as 

differentiating feature the generation of significant quantities of heat from radioactive decay, 

which is expected to be extended for centuries.1  Isolation of the HLW in deep geological 

repositories (DGR), through a multi-barrier concept, is currently the most accepted approach 

adopted by Governments to ensure long-term safety, considering that storage periods range from 

500 to 106 years.2 DGR consist of a series of engineered and natural barriers linked, with the 

purpose of retarding or retaining the radionuclides in the event of a possible leak to the 

biosphere. In the nuclear waste retention strategy, bentonites, swelling clays composed by an 

85% of montmorillonite, have been chosen as part of the engineered barrier system (EBS) as the 

ideal backfill material in DGR to be used around containers, to seal the tunnel and boreholes.3,4 

The family of synthetic highly charged sodium fluorophlogopite micas, called high charge micas, 

of composition NaxAlxSi(8-x)Mg6O20F4, x =2 and 4,  firstly synthesized by Gregorkiewitz et al., 

have been previously probed to be excellent candidates as alternative clay mineral for the EBS.5  

Despite the large negative charge in its layered structure, high charge micas, unlike natural brittle 

micas, exhibit a high cation exchange capacity and an unexpected thermal stability.6 Its 

adsorption capacity is on the same order of Al-rich zeolites, with theoretical cation exchange 

values up to four times higher than other low charged aluminosilicates.7 

The capture and subsequent immobilization of radionuclides in the structure of swelling clay 

minerals involve mainly two different chemical mechanisms: Firstly, a sorption reaction in the 

aqueous solution interface of the clay by cation exchange reaction or, alternatively, a chemical 

interaction of the actinide ions with the surface and edges of the clay, at ambient temperature. 
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Secondly, a less explored mechanism based on a chemical reaction between the actinides and the 

clay minerals under mild hydrothermal conditions, where the interlayer cations and the silicon 

atoms react to form new disilicate crystalline phases.8,9 The processes undertaken at room 

temperature are highly dependent on the physical-chemical properties of the cation such as, 

hydration energy and electrostatic parameter. Besides, different structural parameters of the clay, 

like type of mineral, surface functional groups, as well as value and origin of the layer charge 

also play a fundamental role in the actinide-clay interaction nature.10 Thus, under this chemical 

route, the capture of the radioactive cations is generally a reversible process where any variation 

of the conditions of the clay aqueous solution, mainly pH or ionic strength, affects the sorption 

equilibrium.  As a consequence, the radioactive waste can be released back to the geosphere 

from the EBS. 

High charge micas represent a highly versatile candidate to be used as sealing material through 

the second aforementioned mechanism; a chemical reaction under hydrothermal conditions. In 

particular, a super-selectivity and stable immobilization has been previously described by 

Komarneni et al. for the 137Cs and 226Ra, radioactive isotopes through electrostatic bonding at 

room temperature.11,12 An incomplete cation exchange reaction was described, followed by the 

collapse of the interlayer spacing of the clay. For the study of the less-explored second 

mechanism, in other clays where the silicate network interacts with the interlayer cation under 

hydrothermal conditions, lanthanides cations have been used as actinide simulators.8 The thermal 

stability of clay is a crucial parameter concerning the long-term behavior of the DGR. 

Considering the rate at which groundwater diffuses to the fill material, hydrothermal conditions 

may be expected in the borehole. In that scenario, a peak temperature of approximately 200°C is 

predicted in the packing material shortly after repository close, with temperatures above 150°C 
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for the next 500 years.13,14 However, to evaluate the reaction process between the argillaceous 

material and the lanthanides, as actinide simulators, most of previous studies have been carried 

out at temperatures up to 350°C to increases the reaction kinetic.15 Regarding the second 

retention mechanism, key structural parameters that enhance the reactivity of clays with cations 

in aqueous solution and formation of new crystalline phases under mild hydrothermal conditions 

have been previously identified: (1) Full occupancy of the octahedral structural sites by lithium 

or magnesium, since the incorporation of rare-earth cations from the interlayer space in the new 

disilicate/ortosilicate phases requires the migration of octahedral cations to these positions. (2) 

High content of the isomorphic substitutions of aluminum cations by silicon in the tetrahedral 

sheet of the silicate. The more localized negative charge in the vicinity of the silicon atom due to 

the proximity of tetrahedral aluminum, the higher electrostatic interaction between these ions and 

the interlayer rare-earth cations.16 High charge micas are trioctahedral clays with a Si:Al ratio in 

the tetrahedral sheet from 3:1 to 1:1. This particular structural feature makes this family of 

synthetic clays an optimum candidate for decontamination of nuclear waste not only through an 

ion exchange reaction but mainly through the formation of new crystalline phases.9 

Luminescent lanthanide ions have been previously used as models to study the surface 

interaction and retention processes of trivalent actinides. In particular, the emission of Eu3+ has 

been used as a probe to investigate their adsorption and complexation mechanism in a variety of 

low charge aluminosilicates, such as montmorillonite and saponite, as a function of pH and at 

different temperatures.17,18 Interestingly, active radionuclides 153Eu, 154Eu and 155Eu are 

components of the spent nuclear fuel.19 However, in previous works, only broad and non-well 

resolved Eu3+ luminescence bands, due to transitions from the 5D0 excited state were observed, 

mainly caused by the low crystallinity of clays because of its natural origin.20 Recently, we have 
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reported highly efficient photoluminescence from isolated Eu3+ incorporated in a high charge 

mica.21 Eu3+ cations are allocated in the interlayer space of the aluminosilicate as inner-sphere 

complexes, coordinated with 2.9 water molecules in a first coordination sphere completed with 

the structural basal oxygens of the clay surface.21 This clay fulfils the requirements to be used as 

a luminescent sensor in the following terms: (1) High charge micas are synthetic clays, therefore, 

undesirable impurities such as iron, responsible for luminescence quenching, are not present. (2) 

High charge micas are fluorinated clays with non-hydroxyl groups in its structure, which also 

cause luminescence deactivation through non-radiative processes. (3) The presence of Al3+ in the 

tetrahedral sheet acts as an intrinsic dispersing agent, avoiding the clustering of lanthanide ions 

and enhancing Eu3+ luminescence.22 

Here, we present a new in situ optical sensor based on the incorporation of Eu3+ in a high charge 

mica with 2 negative charges per unit cell, hereafter Mica-2, for tracking the long-term physical-

chemical behaviour of HLW contaminants in DGR under mild hydrothermal conditions. 

Contrary to other techniques, such as X-ray diffraction, which requires sample preparation and 

measurement in ex situ equipment, spectroscopic measurements can be performed in situ by 

using a fiber for excitation and detection. As mentioned before, sharp-line Eu3+ emission is an 

ideal candidate to be used as spectroscopic probe, since both, the fine structure and the relative 

intensity of different transitions as well as the luminescence lifetime can be used to characterize 

the local environment of Eu3+ ions. Although some europium isotopes are already part of the 

radioactive waste, considering its low amount, addition of a Eu3+ salt to the canister might be 

desirable. Thus, Eu3+ sharp-line luminescence provides valuable information concerning the 

crystalline structure of the host material.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
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2.1 Synthesis of Mica-2 

Near-stoichiometric powder mixtures with the molar composition 6 SiO2, 1 Al(OH)3, 6 MgF2, 

and 2 NaCl were used to synthesize the Mica-2 starting sample. The starting materials were SiO2 

from Sigma (CAS No. 112945-52-5 99.8% puriry), Al(OH)3 from Riedel-de Haën (CAS No. 

21645-51-2, 99% purity), MgF2 from Aldrich (CAS No. 20831-0, 98% purity), and NaCl from 

Panreac (CAS No. 131659, 99.5% purity). All reagents were mixed and ground before heating 

up to 900 °C in a Pt crucible for 15 h. After cooling, the solids were washed with deionized 

water and dried at room temperature. 

2.2 Cation exchange reaction 

Mica-2 was subjected to an aqueous ion exchange with Eu3+ as follows: 300 mg of clay were 

dispersed in 50 ml of deionized water solution of Eu(NO3)3 (REacton 99.99%) with a five-fold 

cation exchange capacity concentration (247 meq/100 g) for 48 h. This process was repeated 

three more times. Samples were washed and centrifuged with deionized water. 

2.3 Hydrothermal treatments 

300 mg of the powdered Mica-2 were dispersed in 50 ml of 5ꞏ10-2 M Eu(NO3)3 solutions and 

were heated in a stainless steel reactor, at different temperatures (150, 200 and 300°C) and 

diverse times (0, 2, 15 and 30 days). The reaction products were collected by filtering using a 

Millipore filter with 0.45 µm pore diameter, washed with distilled water, and dried in air at 60 

°C. 

2.4 Optical characterization 
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Steady state luminescence, excitation and lifetime measurements were performed using a 

FLSP920 spectrofluorometer (Edinburgh Instruments) equipped with double-monochromators, a 

continuous Xe-lamp of 450 W and a pulsed Xe-lamp of 60 W (µF920) for excitation, and a 

Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier tube (PMT) for detection. All emission spectra were corrected 

for the system response. The excitation and emission spectra were normalized to the intensity of 

the 7F0→5L6 and 5D0→7F2 transitions, respectively, and an offset was applied for the sake of 

clarity. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Generation of new crystalline phases from Mica-2 under hydrothermal treatments 

The effect of temperature and time on the retention of Eu3+ by Mica-2 has been previously 

analyzed in detail by X-ray diffraction and presented elsewhere.23 The major conclusions of the 

study are introduced below. Figure 1a displays a representation of the predominant crystalline 

phases obtained after hydrothermal treatment of the high charge Mica-2 with a Eu(NO3)3 

solution in a stainless steel reactor as function of temperature and time under subcritical 

conditions, similar to long-term conditions of the DGRs. The energy level scheme of Eu3+ ions, 

with the transitions responsible for red and green luminescence, is presented in Figure 1b. 
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Figure 1. (a) Representation of Mica-2 phase and the predominant crystalline structures obtained 

after hydrothermal treatment as function of temperature and time, as deduced from X-ray 

diffraction in ref. 24. (b) Eu3+ energy level diagram showing the transitions responsible for red 

and green Eu3+ luminescence, from the 5D0 and 5D1 excited states, respectively. 

Regarding temperature dependence, treatments at 150 and 200°C for a month cause the 

incorporation of hydrated Eu3+ cations to the interlayer space of the aluminosilicate along with 

some disruption of the silicate network. At those temperatures, ion exchange reaction is the 

primary mechanism for europium adsorption. X-ray diffraction measurements also showed new 

reflections that correspond to the incipient crystallization of secondary phases resulting from the 

mica disruption and from the interaction of Eu3+ with the mica framework.23 However, higher 
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temperatures are needed to fully develop other crystalline phases containing Eu3+, particularly, at 

300°C, the system Mica-2/Eu(NO3)3 hydrothermally treated for a month forms other silicate 

phases, mainly disilicates (F-Eu2Si2O7 and E-Eu2Si2O7) and in a lower proportion aluminates 

(EuAlO3). Eu2Si2O7 is a pyrosilicate containing (Si2O7)6- structural units, where two silicon 

tetrahedral share one corner. EuAlO3 is an aluminate that belongs to the families of ABO3 

perovskites oxides. 

Considering different treatment times, it is worth noting that at 0 days and 300°C (these 

conditions imply a heated ramp up to 300°C of the system Mica-2/Eu(NO3)3 solution, followed 

by the cooling of the sample at room temperature), Eu3+ adsorption occurs in slightly higher 

amounts compared to the cation exchange capacity of Mica-2, confirming that Eu3+ cations are 

adsorbed in the bidimensional galleries of the high charge mica. On the contrary, after 2 days of 

treatment, other mechanisms such as specific chemical reaction between Eu3+ and the silicate 

matrix are involved, with formation of orto/disilicates and aluminates as secondary crystalline 

phases. These phases grow up after one week reaction and remain practically constant up to one 

month.  

3.2 Optical properties of Eu3+ in Mica-2 

Several efforts have been made to study the sorption mechanism of Eu3+ on other silicates, 

mainly montmorillonite as the principal component of bentonites,24,25 through luminescence 

measurements, since both the intensity of the hypersensitive 5D0 → 7F2 transition and the ratio of 

the 5D0 → 7F2 and 5D0 → 7F1 bands depend on the atomic environment of Eu3+. However, 

emission spectra of adsorbed Eu3+ cations onto those silicates are weak and broader, due to 

variations in the second coordination sphere of Eu3+, and univocal information cannot be 
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extrapolated from the optical experiments. On the contrary, luminescence of Eu3+ ions 

incorporated in the interlayer space of mica consists of sharp-line emission peaks due to 

transitions from both the 5D1 and 5D0 excited states to the 7FJ low lying multiplet.21 

In addition to its high cation exchange capacity, and contrary to other silicates, high charge 

micas show exceptional properties to be used as host material for luminescent cations, namely 

the absence of Fe impurities and hydroxyl groups, responsible for non-radiative deexcitation, and 

the dispersing effect of Al3+ ions avoiding lanthanide ions clustering. Thus, luminescence of Eu3+ 

ions incorporated in the interlayer space of mica consists of sharp-line emission peaks due to 

transitions from both the 5D1 and 5D0 excited states to the 7FJ low lying multiplet.21 

Figure 2 compares the normalized excitation and emission spectra of Eu3+ ions incorporated in 

the interlayer of Mica-2 upon aqueous cation exchange at room temperature (sample called Eu-

Mica-2) and Eu3+ absorbed in Mica-2 at 300°C (sample treated at 300°C for 0 days in Figure 1a). 

The narrow peaks observed in the excitation spectra (Figure 2a) correspond in both samples to f-

f Eu3+ transitions from the 7F0 ground state to different excited states. The most remarkable 

difference between both samples is the broad band observed below 300 nm, which can be 

assigned to either O2
- → Eu3+ charge transfer or energy transfer from the host to Eu3+ ions. The 

intensity of this band is ca. one order of magnitude higher in the sample subjected to 

hydrothermal treatment. The bands observed in the emission spectra upon excitation at 393 nm 

(Figure 2b) are assigned in both samples to Eu3+ transitions from the 5D1 and 5D0 excited states 

to the 7FJ low lying multiplets (see Figure 1b). It is worth pointing out that, while the red 5D0 

Eu3+ luminescence is common in many different hosts, the green Eu3+ emission from the 5D1 is 

absent in the majority of the systems and it has never been observed before in other silicate-type 

phases including montmorillonite and saponite, except in these Eu3+-doped high charge micas. 
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Figure 2. (a) Excitation spectra recording emission at 614 nm and (b) emission spectra upon 

excitation at 393 nm of Eu3+ in the sample Eu-Mica-2 (blue) and Mica-2 heated with a Eu3+ 

aqua-solution at 300°C (black). The inset shows the temporal evolution of the 5D0 → 7FJ Eu3+ 

emission intensity, recorded at 614 nm upon excitation at 393 nm for both samples. 
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The emission features observed in Figure 2b have been recently associated to europium cations 

allocated in the interlayer space of the aluminosilicate.21 Thus, the principal interaction 

mechanism for the sample heated at 300 °C, namely the incorporation of Eu3+ into the interlayer 

space of Mica-2, can be directly extrapolated from the luminescence measurements. Particularly, 

this mechanism is confirmed by the emission bands detected from both 5D1 and 5D0 excited 

states. However, the Eu3+ emission bands, especially the 5D0 → 7F1 and 5D0 → 7F2 transitions, 

show different crystal field components in the hydrothermally-treated sample and the Mica-2 

exchanged at RT. Both transitions appear as broader bands in the sample treated at 300°C. Some 

disruption of the silicate network has been also proposed after the treatment,23 and it is evidenced 

by the broadening of the 5D0 → 7FJ transition bands in the emission spectra, and also the much 

broader band observed below 300 nm in the excitation spectra. 

The temporal evolution of the 5D0 → 7FJ Eu3+ luminescence intensity for both samples is also 

shown in the inset of Figure 2. The time dependence of the sample Eu-Mica-2 perfectly fits to a 

single exponential decay of 250 µs, evidencing the homogeneous distribution of Eu3+ ions in the 

interlayer of Mica-2. On the contrary, two different contributions, with 260 and 105 µs lifetimes, 

are observed in the sample after hydrothermal treatment at 300ºC. A lifetime of ca. 250 µs has 

been previously associated with Eu3+ cations situated in the hexagonal holes of the tetrahedral 

sheet in an inner-sphere conformation with 3 water molecules in the first coordination sphere.21 

Thus, the 260 µs lifetime can be ascribed to Eu3+ ions in the interlayer of the Mica-2 in a similar 

conformation, while the second contribution, with a lifetime of 105 µs, can be attributed to free 

Eu3+ aqua-ion adsorbed on the surface of the mica in outer-sphere complexation.19 This extra 

Eu3+ is consistent with the slightly higher adsorption of europium cations during the treatment 

compared to its cation exchange capacity described in Figure 1. 
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3.3 Spectroscopic analysis of Eu3+ retention mechanisms in Mica-2 

The photoluminescent properties of micas treated with a Eu3+ aqua-solution and subjected to 

different hydrothermal conditions have been investigated to analyze the potential of Eu3+ as an in 

situ optical sensor. The influence of both reaction temperature and time on the emission spectra 

and lifetime has been studied. In particular, the following Eu3+ luminescent features are highly 

interesting to be used as a sensor:26 (1) the presence or absence of 5D1 luminescence, which is 

extremely affected by non-radiative relaxation processes. (2) The position and width of the 5D0 

→ 7F0 emission. This transition is strictly forbidden, shows the smallest line-width, and provides 

valuable information on the number of sites for Eu3+ ions. (3) The spectral shape of the 5D0 → 

7F1 emission, which is a magnetic dipole allowed transition. The presence of different crystal-

field components in this transition indicates the existence of different crystalline sites. (4) The 

intensity ratio of the 5D0 → 7F1 and 5D0 → 7F2 emission peaks, which is usually used as a 

measure of the Eu3+ site inversion center. (5) The 5D0 lifetime. 

3.3.1 Influence of reaction temperature 

Figure 3 presents the normalized excitation (a) and luminescence (b) spectra of the system Mica-

2/Eu3+ solution, after hydrothermal treatment during 1 month and using different reaction 

temperatures, 150, 200 and 300°C. The excitation spectra were recorded detecting emission at 

614 nm while luminescence spectra were obtained upon excitation at 393 nm. The excitation 

spectra consists of peaks which correspond to f-f Eu3+ transitions from the ground state to 

different excited states, as assigned in Figure 2a. Clearly, the peaks are narrower in the sample 

treated at 300°C. Besides, a rather broad band centered at 280 nm is observed only for the 

samples calcined at 150 and 200°C. This band has been previously assigned to the O2
- → Eu3+ 
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charge transfer in Mica-2 with Eu3+ cations localized in the interlayer space of the 

aluminosilicate.21 

The emission peaks observed in the range 570-720 nm are assigned to the 5D0 → 7FJ (J=0-4) 

Eu3+ transitions, while the less intense peaks (note the scale factor) detected in some cases below 

570 nm are due to Eu3+ transitions from the 5D1 excited state. Important differences are clearly 

observed in the emission spectra of different samples. Samples treated at 150 and 200°C show 

identical broader emission bands, which is consistent with slightly-distorted Eu3+-doped Mica-2. 

On the contrary, the sample treated at 300°C presents sharper line emission, which can be 

attributed to a transition to new crystalline phases, in particular europium disilicate, Eu2Si2O7, as 

well as europium aluminate, EuAlO3, with different Eu3+ distribution within the host lattice, 

according to X-ray diffraction results, as it has been described elsewhere and introduced before 

(Figure 1).23 

Firstly, Figure 3 clearly shows that Eu3+ green emission from the 5D1 excited state is only 

observed for the samples treated at 150 and 200°C. 5D1 luminescence is very sensitive to non-

radiative relaxation processes caused by high phonon energy in the host material, cross-

relaxation between Eu3+ ions or charge transfer processes. Cross-relaxation processes strongly 

depend on Eu3+ doping content, spatial distribution, and Eu3+–Eu3+ interaction. The initial phase 

Mica-2 is completely exchanged with Eu3+, which means that the Eu3+ content in the interlayer is 

the maximum allowed, and 5D1 emission is always present in Mica-2. 21 Thus, the disappearance 

of this emission is necessarily due to a transformation to the silicate structure. Specifically, the 

samples calcined at 150 and 200ºC keep the layered structure of Mica-2, while the sample treated 

at 300°C has transformed into a different crystalline phases, mainly Eu2SiO4 and Eu2Si2O7, 

where non-radiative de-excitation and cross-relaxation between Eu3+ ions is more competitive. 
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The absence of emission from higher energy levels (5D1) in those silicates can be attributed to 

either a multiphonon relaxation due to silicate group vibration (ca. 1000cm-1),27 or cross-

relaxation between Eu3+ ions, since the minimum distance in this host matrix is 3.87 Å, shorter 

than the minimum Eu3+-Eu3+ distance in Mica-2, 5.32 Å.28 

Secondly, the observation of the 5D0 → 7F0 transition in all samples indicates that Eu3+ ions 

occupy a Cnv, Cn or Cs symmetry site. More importantly, both the energy and the line width of 

this transition are highly sensitive to the local environment. The energy in gas phase is 17374 

cm-1 and it is usually red-shifted as a consequence of the chemical bond, the shift being more 

remarkable for crystalline host materials.26 In the samples treated at 150 and 200°C the 5D0 → 

7F0 transition is centered at ca. 17300 cm-1, compatible with Eu3+ coordination with basal 

oxygens and water molecules, as in Mica-2. On the contrary, it appears shifted to 17275 cm-1 for 

the sample treated at 300°C, confirming the formation of more crystalline phases. Besides, there 

is also a clear difference in the line width, decreasing from 57 cm-1 to 21 cm-1, for samples 

treated at 150 or 200°C and 300°C, respectively. This indicates that different environments are 

involved, as a result of differences in Eu3+-ligand distances and angles, by comparison for 

instance with the bandwidth value of 2 cm-1 in Eu2O3. 
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Figure 3. (a) Excitation spectra recording emission at 614 nm and (b) emission spectra upon 

excitation at 393 nm of the system Mica-2/Eu3+ aqueous solution, treated at 150, 200 and 300°C 

during 1 month. The inset shows the temporal evolution of the 5D0 → 7FJ Eu3+ luminescence of 

Eu3+-exchanged Mica-2 treated at 150, 200 and 300°C during 1 month, after excitation at 393 nm 

and recorded at 614 nm. 
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Thirdly, regarding the spectral shape of the 5D0 → 7F1 emission, it is clear from Figure 3b that 

the samples treated at 150 and 200°C show a broader emission, while the sample heated at 300°C 

display three well-resolved peaks. This transition directly reflects the crystal-field splitting of the 

7F1 level. The fact that three sub-levels are observed for 7F1 suggests that Eu3+ ions are in an 

orthorhombic or lower symmetry environment.29,30,31 In addition, the intensity ratio of the 5D0 → 

7F1 and 5D0 → 7F2 emission transitions displays also clear differences, being ca. 0.7 for the 

samples treated at 150 or 200°C, and 0.25 for the sample calcined at 300°C. 

The inset in Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of the 5D0 → 7FJ Eu3+ emission intensity 

recorded upon excitation at 393 nm into the 5L6 multiplet, for the Mica-2 after hydrothermal 

treatment with a Eu3+ aqueous-solution, during 1 month and different reaction temperatures, 150, 

200 and 300°C. The experimental curves for the samples treated at 150 and 200°C present 

identical decay behavior, and have been fitted to a double exponential function, 𝐼 𝑡

𝐴𝑒 𝐵𝑒 . The two lifetimes obtained for both samples are τ1=270 µs and τ2=90 µs. τ1 

represents ca. 80% of total europium, and corresponds to Eu3+ ions located in the interlayer 

space, while τ2 might be due to ions adsorbed on the mica surface. On the contrary, the decay 

curve of the sample heated at 300°C was fitted to a single exponential decay and shows a longer 

lifetime of 340 µs, evidencing the formation of new crystalline phases. 

3.3.2 Influence of reaction time 

Figure 4 shows the normalized excitation (a) and luminescence (b) spectra of Mica-2/Eu(NO3)3, 

after hydrothermal treatment at 300°C and different reaction times up to 1 month. The excitation 

spectra were recorded detecting emission at 614 nm while luminescence spectra were obtained 

upon excitation at 393 nm. Considering the optical features described in the previous section, 
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two distinguishable behaviors can be identified on the basis of the experimental excitation and 

emission spectra, the one detected for the initial sample and the observed for the samples treated 

for times longer than 2 days. Specifically, the sample treated at 0 days shows a broad excitation 

band below 300 nm, emission from the 5D1 Eu3+ excited state, broader unresolved bands for the 

5D0 → 7FJ (J=0-4) transitions, and larger 5D0 → 7F1 to 5D0 → 7F2 intensity ratio. On the contrary, 

the spectral features are clearly distinct for longer treatment times. In particular, after 2-days 

treatment, both the broad excitation band at 280 nm and the emission from the 5D1 Eu3+ excited 

state disappear. Besides, a shift of the 5D0 → 7F0 emission to higher wavelength, a more 

structured 5D0 → 7F1 transition, and a 5D0 → 7F1 to 5D0 → 7F2 intensity ratio smaller than 0.3 is 

observed. These luminescent features clearly evidence a mechanism of interlayer cation 

exchange for the system treated at 300°C 0 days, and a mechanism of chemical reaction for 

treatments longer than 2 days, in which silicon/aluminum atoms and Eu3+ interact to develop 

new crystalline phases, mainly disilicates, as well as ortosilicates and aluminates, to a lesser 

extent.   

The inset in Figure 4 displays the time dependence of the 5D0 → 7FJ Eu3+ emission intensity 

recorded upon excitation at 393 nm of the Eu3+ solution/Mica-2 system after hydrothermal 

treatment at 300°C and different reaction times. The observed decay curves were fitted to a 

double exponential curve, and the best fit parameters, τ1 and τ2, are shown in Table 1. Clearly, 

the lifetime values associated with structural Eu3+ ions, τ1, gradually increase for longer 

treatments. Opposite to the excitation and emission spectral features which show abrupt changes 

above 2-day treatment, the experimental lifetime reveals a continuous character for the 

dependence of the phase transformation on the reaction time.  
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Figure 4. (a) Excitation spectra recording emission at 614 nm and (b) emission spectra upon 

excitation at 393 nm of Eu3+-exchanged Mica-2 treated at 300°C during 0, 2, 15 and 30 days. 

The inset shows the time dependence of the 5D0 → 7FJ Eu3+ luminescence recorded at 614 nm for 

all samples after excitation at 393 nm. 
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Table 1. Lifetimes of the 5D0 Eu3+ excited state measured at 614 nm upon excitation at 393 nm, 

using a double exponential fitting, 𝐼 𝑡 𝐴𝑒 𝐵𝑒 . 

Time / days τ1 / ms τ2 / ms 

         0   260   105 

         2   285   110 

         15   300   105 

         30   340   - 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a new in situ optical sensor based on the incorporation of Eu3+ in Mica-2 for 

tracking the long-term physical-chemical behavior of HLW contaminants in DRG under mild 

hydrothermal conditions. Eu3+ acts not only as an actinide chemical analogue, but also, as an 

excellent luminescent probe to investigate the crystalline structure, since both the fine structure 

of different transitions and the emission lifetime can be used to characterize the local 

environment of Eu3+ cations. Besides, the innovative clay Mica-2, already proposed as an ideal 

candidate to be used in EBS, fulfils the purity and composition requirements to be used as a host 

for luminescent lanthanides. Two mechanisms are involved in the incorporation and subsequent 

immobilization of radioactive cations by the clay. The first process involved, an interlayer cation 

exchange, is characterized by the following Eu3+ luminescence features: green emission from the 

5D1 excited state, broader 5D0 → 7F0 emission centered at higher energy, broader emission due to 

the 5D0 → 7F1 transition, higher 7F1/7F2 intensity ratio of ca. 0.7, and shorter luminescence 

lifetime. On the contrary, the second mechanism, the formation of new crystalline phases by the 

interaction of the Si atoms of the aluminosilicate with the Eu3+ cations in the interlayer, is clearly 

identified by disappearance of the 5D1 green emission, red-shift and narrowing of the 5D0 → 7F0 
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transition, change in the spectral shape of the 5D0 → 7F1 emission, lower 7F1/7F2 intensity ratio 

and lengthening of the Eu3+ luminescence lifetime. Thus, Eu3+ luminescence in Mica-2 holds 

great potential as a new tool to analyze the process of HLW storage, from an initial reversible 

cation exchange reaction to the formation of new stable crystalline phases.. 
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